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Leaping Lizards
It’s a Leap Year.

Remember last month I put out the teaser
about more FUNdraising activities? Soon we’ll
unveil the new Tools of Mystery game organized by Jennifer Bishop, on Sunday, March 11
(see inside for details). You can bring old and
unusual tools (both shop and kitchen tools) to
add to the game. The idea is to make the game
a regular event and take it on the road. On the
same day, we’ll experience the next in our dessert delight competitions with a pudding contest.
Be forewarned, I plan to participate in this one
with something chocolate!
Our Two Rivers Community Care Group will
be hosting a Spring Fling Bingo Fiesta fundraiser at the Van Duzen community hall in Mad
River on Sunday, March 4 (more inside).
Please support this local hospice and palliative
care group.
On March 24, there will be another rock concert fundraiser at the Van Duzen Grange. We
had such a great time at the one in December.
Details in the March newsletter.
Earlier that
day, you flower lovers will enjoy the annual Daffodil Show at the River Lodge Conference Center in Fortuna. If you attend the flower show,
you can enjoy the beautiful sounds of the Humboldt Harp Ensemble at 2:00 pm.
Some of our Bridgeville students will be performing at the All County Music Festival at Fortuna High at 7:00 PM on February 28. Children
from all over the county perform on their various
instruments (including voice) and it’s a delight to

experience their accomplishments. Our students
will also participate in the Southern Humboldt
Honor Band and Choir performance at Fortuna
High on Thursday, Feb. 9 at 7:00. It includes
students from area middle and elementary students combined with the high school groups.
On November 16, 2011, Humboldt LAFCo
approved formation of the Bridgeville, Briceland,
Fruitland Ridge and Palo Verde Fire Protection
Districts, each conditioned upon voter approval
of a new special tax to fund fire protection services. On January 18, LAFCo held a public
hearing regarding the
formation of these districts. There was not
sufficient protest to
stop the district formations, so the next step
is for the Board of Supervisors to call an
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Our Community is looking
for a few good Volunteers!
• Bridgeville Volunteer Fire Company is looking

for first responders.
• STAR is holding classes for new dispatchers.
• Two Rivers Community Care Group is looking
for volunteers.

Bridgeville
Volunteer
Fire Company
News
THE BRIDGEVILLE VOLUNTEER
FIRE COMPANY NEEDS YOU!!!
We are looking for people willing to help others. Living in a remote, rural area like we do means
that quick response to emergency situations is critical, and the more trained people we have, the better. In addition to fighting fires, we are trained
as First Responders, so we also help at traffic accidents and with emergency medical attention at
home.
If you're interested in saving lives, come to our
meeting on the first Friday of each month from 6-7
pm at the BCC, or call 777-1775 for more info.

The Mad Group - Invites you to join us!!

AA

When: Sundays @ 2:00 pm
Wednesdays @ 5:30 pm
Where: Community Center, Mad
River (on Van Duzen Road)

The Bridgeville Community Website is
up and running. Previous newsletters
are available for view. Visit us at:
www.BridgevilleCommunityCenter.org

Notary Public

Irene Hetrick
(707) 574-6505
Mad River

Who are the members of the Bridgeville
Community Center Board of Directors?
Jim Nelson, Board President; Claudia Sauer,
Treasurer; Tammy Farmer; Kathleen Guelfo;
Laurie King; Roger Schellhous; Jessica Springer

Bridgeville Community Center

Mission Statement
“The Bridgeville Community Center is dedicated to
improving the quality of life for all our community
members. We are committed to bringing people of all
ages together to encourage good health, self-esteem,
creativity, and personal development.”

Call for Appointment

Humboldt County Bookmobile
Read A
Book
They Deliver
Bridgeville School
10:30 - 11:30
Dinsmore (next to Laundromat) 12:15 - 2:15
Carlotta (Martin & Shirley's)

3:30 - 4:30

The Bookmobile comes to Bridgeville and
Dinsmore the second Tuesday.

Bridgeville Community Newsletter

Bookmobile: (707) 269-1990

Attila Gyenis—Editor
Attila Gyenis—Editor
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School News
by Mike Mullan

Some time back a parent came to the office unhappy about their child’s education here at school.
When asked about the cause of the discontent there
were no real specifics about what caused this parent
to be unhappy. Unfortunately, most of the conversation that transpired centered on the previous school
year. The parent was angry about what had transpired but had no constructive criticism to offer. It is
hard to correct something that has already happened. It is even harder to change something of
which you are unaware. It is not a productive way to
approach life. A proactive approach is much more
productive. I would encourage anyone with concerns
about school to immediately contact the person with
whom they have those concerns and if that does not
resolve the issue please see me and I will work on
improving the situation.
The issue for this particular parent seemed to revolve around the student’s lack of progress in
school. This was odd in that the student was making
good progress based on state assessments. The
parent seemed to think the child’s future depended
almost entirely on what happened at school. In my
experience this would not be true. I talked to another
parent the other day who opined that how a child
turns out is fifty percent home life and fifty percent
education. I indicated that I think its more like ninety
percent home life and ten percent education. Let me
explain.
In my opinion the example that is set in the home
will be the main determiner of what a child thinks,
expects and does in life. Parents have the power
and responsibility to shape their child’s future
through a very powerful tool called example. Have
you ever heard the saying “Do as I say not as I do”?
It does not work with kids. They are keen observers
of their parents and adults in general and are quick
to pick up on any hypocrisy. If you want a child to be
honest exhibit honesty. If you want a child to work
hard demonstrate hard work. If you want a child to
be respectful than be respectful to them. Pretty
much every attribute you want a child to possess in
my mind requires an example to be set in the home.
This is not a one day task, this is an everyday all day
task. If these examples are set at home the child
will come to expect that life is as it has been demon-

strated by the parents and will expect to do as the
parents do. Have you ever seen a child grow up and
the older they get the more they are like their mom
or dad? It’s not always immediate but it is as constant as the sunrise. Parents should steer their child
early and often and then time will do the rest. If parents have set a good example it will become apparent if parents have set a bad example that too will be
obvious. Parents should always attempt to be a
positive example and not use negatives as an example. By that I mean a parent should not use the
negatives in their life to try and effect positive
change. Many times I have heard a parent say:
“Don’t do what I did, don’t drop out of school” or
something similar. That is just an invitation for a
child to do the same as the parent. If a parent wants
to make a positive impact they need to forget about
the negatives and move on to the positives. An example would be if a parent dropped out of high
school, a positive example would be to work on and
get their GED to convey a positive example to their
child that indicates education is important.
Education will be important to the child if it is important to the parent and the child will be motivated
to do well at school and reap the benefits of education and the positive effects it can have on their life.
Just the opposite will happen if education is viewed
as unimportant. That is why I think how a child’s life
turns out is 90% home life and 10% education. The
information above is anecdotal but I have observed
what I have described over and over again for
twenty five years. We are very unlikely to make children successful at school and therefore in life without the efforts of those at home. Please set a good
example for your child every day. And let them know
you love them.

Bridgeville Community Center

Adult ED Classes
We Fit Your Schedule
ESL ■ Driving Training Prep ■ Adult Basic Ed
Private classes are available by appointment to start
working toward your GED, Basic literacy, or other
educational goals.
Bridgeville Community Center Adult School is having
classes. Class times are flexible and designed to fit into
each student's time constraints. If you are interested in
getting a GED or in basic adult education classes,
please call the BCC at 777-1775 to register. We will
contact you to set up class times.

All Adult Ed (GED, Basic Ed, and ESL) classes
are held on Wednesdays and by appointment.

Call 777-1775 for more info

Van Duzen Watershed
Fire Safe Council
Free Roadside Brushing Available
to Residents of Buck Mountain

Before

After

The Van Duzen Watershed Fire Safe Council/
Bridgeville Community Center has received funding
from a Six Rivers National Forest RAC grant to complete eight miles of Roadside Fuel Reduction Clearance in the Buck Mtn. area.
The work will be at no charge to landowners.
You must live on the Humboldt County side of Buck
Mtn. and all we need is your permission. Work will
be done by our local crew. Some of you may be familiar with our work around the area. We are known
for the quality of our work and respect for people’s
land and privacy. We are looking to hear from residents of Buck Mtn. Rd., 1N10RD, Swayback Ridge,
Dairy Crk., Thompson Crk., Mill Crk. or any private
roadway in this area.
Please contact the Bridgeville Community Center
or Jean-Louis Carmona, Project Director @ 4964530 for more details and free site visit. We are also
starting the second year of the very successful
FLASH Landowner Reimbursement Program. This
funding, acquired through a Humbolt County Fire
Safe Council Grant, will reimburse landowners up to
$650.00/acre for any brush removal they do on their
property. This funding is available to all residents in
our area, iincluding Bridgeville, Blocksburg and
Dinsmore. Please contact BCC for more details.

Happy Valentine’s Day
EcoBroker ® Certified!

Bridgeville
Volunteer
Fire Company
News
This winter is going to be a busy and challenging
time for your fire company. Many positive changes
are happening and will result in a more responsive,
efficient and professional fire company.
The progress of the new members of the fire company is very encouraging. Eliah, Dane and Chris are
doing an outstanding job. They have completed the
extensive first responder course, along with the other
members of the fire company who were recertifying.
They have been training with the fire company to improve and expand their skills.
Tim Smith, our training officer, is also a member of
the newly formed Eel River Valley Tactical Resource
Team comprised of firemen from departments in the
southern parts of the county. They receive special
training in difficult rescues such as swift water, rope
rescue, confined spaces, etc. Tim’s specialized training has enhanced our department’s knowledge and
ability to respond to difficult situations.
The proposed fire district for Bridgeville will come
to a vote sometime this fall. The date has yet to be
set by LAFco. Bridgeville is one of four fire companies applying to become a Fire Protection District
(Bridgeville, Briceland, Palo Verde, Fruitland Ridge).
The Bridgeville Fire Protection District encompasses
125,653 acres (196 square miles) and will serve 601
residents and 360 housing units. (We dispute the
county’s resident count for the district. We estimate
that the number is closer to 1200.) When the time
comes for a vote, we urge you to vote and hopefully
you will vote in favor.
The third Sunday of each month is the fire company’s breakfast at Bridgeville School, 8:30 a.m. to 11
a.m. The food is good, the price is right, and a lot of
great people attend. Please support your fire company and attend.
The monthly business meeting of the fire company
is the first Friday of each month at 6 p.m. at the
Bridgeville Community Center. The meeting is open
to the public and we urge you to attend.
Members of the Bridgeville Fire Company are Ben
Fleek, Chief, Tim Smith, Tammy Farmer, Jessica
Springer, Jim Nelson, Teresa Stewart, Eliah Loranger,
Dane Pond and Chris Bender.

BVFC 2011 EMERGENCY CALLS
FOR SERVICE

76 TOTAL
landsearch@hughes.net

Structure fires: 0; Auto fires: 2; Traffic accidents: 50; Wildland fires 8; Medical: 16.

News From The Hive
By Skylar Blue
When you talk to people about how they
got here in this remote mountain community, you really
get a taste of all the diversity this place holds! I moved
her about seven years ago to be closer to my daughter. She was a student, at that time, at HSU, and I had
come out to visit her several times. I was living in Austin, Texas, and it was awfully hot. I loved the beauty
and weather here in Humboldt, and soon decided it
was just a matter of time before I made my move.
I did all my research online and my daughter
thought I would like to live in McKinleyville, close to the
Pacific Ocean, so I sought out a home there. I found a
beautiful Victorian home that had a second floor living
arrangement and a first floor commercial area. I had a
retail flower shop in Chicago for many years and envisioned opening up another and living upstairs. It almost
all worked out until the owner sold the house for cash
to another. Cash talks!
She then gave me the phone number of someone
she knew who was renting homes. That number belonged to Steve Kylis, who was Bruce Kralls brother-inlaw, and who lived in this wonderful home I am in now
in Bridgeville. This particular home wasn't for rent, but
a smaller place across from the Bridgeville School was.
It was 650 square feet and I was coming from a home
that was 4600 square feet. I knew I couldn't fit my
"stuff" in there and asked if he knew about a bigger
place. He said that the place he was in wasn't for rent,
but he'd ask Bruce to call me. Bruce Krall was wonderful and we agreed on a price for me to rent the newly
remodeled home that Steve was in as soon as he was
done remodeling. All this time I still believed he was
talking about McKinleyville. I had never even heard of
Bridgeville!
I had my daughter come up to see it and she commented that HWY 36 was in Bridgeville (and quite a
mountain drive), not McKinleyville...that was my first
"heads up". She came out to see it and thought,
though it was remote, that I would love it. Boy, was she
ever correct! I moved out here a week later, got a job
at the community center three weeks after that and the
rest is history. What a wonderful surprise when I first
laid eyes on this heaven on earth! I was instantly
HOME! A few months later, Danny La Paille bought
the town and we often spoke about what a nirvana this
place was. I miss Danny and Bruce very much, and
often think how my life wouldn't be nearly as wonderful
as it is now, if not for them. I am so grateful to be here
every single day! And I thank god that my daughter
decided to attend HSU. She is also very happy and
met her husband while at school here. I love them both
and am thrilled to be so close to my only child left.
What a lovely story for us both!
Happy New Year everyone! May the new year find
you in great health, with abundant wealth, and everlasting love!

Free Official
BridgeFest
T-shirt with
$75 donation
Here’s your chance to
make a tax deductible
donation in support of the
Bridgeville Newsletter and get a free Official
BridgeFest T-shirt. For a donation of $75 or more,
you can get your pick of any BridgeFest T-shirt
(subject to availability). First-come, first-served
limited to supply and sizes on hand. The newsletter appreciates your support throughout the years
and we look forward to continue providing a community forum. Thanks for your support.
The Fine Print: Didn’t you always want a BridgeFest T-Shirt? We already
mentioned that this this offer is limited to the quantity on hand so come in early
to get the best selection of sizes and styles. Plus you get to have your name
listed as a sponsor. Serious side effects may include people stopping you on
the street and asking you where you got your T-Shirt. Did we mention this was
the official BridgeFest T-Shirt? This offer is not available in Iowa and Nebraska.

Groundhog Day
& Punxsutawney Phil
German tradition holds that if the sun comes out
on Candlemas, the precursor to Groundhog Day, the
hedgehog (or badger) will see its shadow and six
more weeks of winter will follow. When German settlers came to Pennsylvania they continued this tradition, using groundhogs instead of hedgehogs to predict the weather.
The first official Groundhog Day was celebrated on
February 2, 1886 in Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania,
with a proclamation in The Punxsutawney Spirit by
the newspaper's editor, Clymer Freas: "Today is
groundhog day and up to the time of going to press
the beast has not seen its shadow." The legendary
first Groundhog Day trip to Gobbler's Knob was
made the following year by a group of spirited
groundhog hunters who dubbed themselves "The
Punxsutawney Groundhog Club." Clymer, a member
of the club, used his editorial clout to proclaim that
Phil, the Punxsutawney Groundhog, was the one
and only official weather prognosticating groundhog.

Question: Which month has 29 days in it?
Answer: All of them. This year anyway. Hahaha.

The Bridgeville Baptist Church
Sunday School- 9:45-10:45 am
Morning Worship- 11:00-12:00
Mid-Week Service– Thursday 6:00 pm
We are on Alderpoint Road, just past the
Bridgeville Bridge off Hwy 36.

~ Healthy Spirits ~
Did you get news you need a surgery? Whether it
is one you choose like having a joint replaced or one
you didn’t like a colon surgery for cancer there are
things you can do to help yourself get through it.
First off, ask some questions. What are the risks?
The surgeon should get ‘informed consent’ from you.
In this process the surgeon tells you what the risks
and benefits of the surgery are. Legally they have to
tell you all the worst things that could happen, even if
those things are extremely unlikely. Of course that
scares the bejeezus out of any normal person so most
doctors kind of gloss over it. The important question is
– “Doc, out of all of that what do I most have to worry
about? What’s the absolute worst thing that can happen and what is the most likely bad thing that can happen. And is there anything I can do to make sure that
it doesn’t happen?” Because, you have to remember
you are not passive in this procedure, you can make it
go better or worse by your own actions and attitude
towards it.
Most people want to avoid thinking about their surgery. It is just too scary. Wrong attitude - what you
want to think is, “This surgery is going to fix me!” Belief in your medical treatment has been proven in
many studies to enhance the treatment. And we know
that fear hormones like cortisol and adrenaline inhibit
the immune system and delay healing. Not what you
want during or after a surgery.
A practical bit of advice, chose a facility that does a
lot of the type of surgery you are having. The least
time you spend on the table and under anaesthesia
the better and a well oiled surgical crew that does not
have to spend time looking for equipment is going to
facilitate speed. You also want a nursing staff that
knows what complications of your surgery look like
and how to head them off when they are still small.
Obviously, switching facilities is not always possible.
Our insurance companies often limit the places we can
go to and sometimes our finances do. But, at the very
least – if you don’t trust your surgeon find another one.
Awkward I know, but necessary. Even up here in
Humboldt you have options, even for cardiac surgery.
Strengthen the muscles that will be cut during surgery. Having a stomach surgery – do a lot of abdominal work. Having knee surgery – strengthen calves
and thighs. Not only do you have stronger muscles to
compensate for the cut ones but you also have a better blood supply to help with healing. If you anticipate
having to use a walker or crutches after your surgery
then strengthen your arms for a month or two ahead of
time.
You may also want to take some immune boosters
for a couple of weeks prior to surgery. Kombucho
mushroom teas, astralagus and Echinacea are good
to boost immune power. Vitamins like C and E and
supplements like glutathione and CoQ10 are helpful

against the oxidative stress that happens in surgery.
Try to get your doc to order them for after the surgery
as well.
Make sure your surgeon and assistants are using
powder free gloves. You don’t want talc or other powders inside you. Remind the doc you want only positive talk during the operations – no “ooops” or “oh, that
looks bad” You might even want to give him/her some
suggestions to give you while your are under anaesthesia and in an altered state, “The operation is over,
you did really well, you are healing now.” is a good one.
Surgeons like to have music when they operate.
As shocking as it is to us old people many surgeons
are young enough that heavy metal, punk or rap might
be their musical choices. Not exactly healing messages for you. You can ask to have your own music
played or you can make a CD with your own music.
You can even make a CD with healing suggestions
that you can listen to on a personal player (Bellaruth
Napersak, a visualization genius, has an incredible CD
for surgery). You will be asked to remove all jewelry
because it can get in the way or even cause burns if
electric cautry is used, but you can bring a talisman in
a cloth bag to have with you during the operation.
For a few years now there has been a moment in
surgical procedures called Time Out. Just prior to
starting surgery everything stops and it is once again
confirmed that they have the correct patient for the
correct procedure and all the correct equipment is in
place. This is a perfect moment to ask that a prayer
be said, or just that all the team acknowledges each
other and that they are there to make you better.
Once the surgery is over, get out of bed as soon as
you can. It might hurt but early ambulation is critical to
early healing and release from the hospital. And remember, pain control is a team effort. You must let
your nurses and doctors know that you have pain.
Unfortunately, in their zeal they will constantly be asking you to ‘rate your pain on a 1-10 scale’, which isn’t
as easy to do as it seems. Humor them, do your best,
they have to do that due to State regulations. The important thing is that they know that you are hurting and
you let them know if the treatment is effective. And be
kind to your nurses, we can’t just change your pain
medications, we have to get orders from the doctor
who might not be immediately available.
If you have prior experience with pain meds talk
with your surgeon about what works and doesn’t work
for you otherwise they will order whatever one they
like best. If you do this at your pre-operative visit
(which you haven’t missed right!) you will probably
need to remind them just before surgery. They tend to
write their post-op orders on automatic.
Now you know all you need to do to prepare for
surgery. Go forth and get cut with confidence.
Forgive Often, Practice Gratitude, Work Hard
Lauri Rose, RN BSN HNC

Free Tax Preparation
Our trained tax preparers will make
sure you receive the largest refund you
qualify for this tax season. Locations
throughout Humboldt County. To be
eligible for FREE tax help, your 2011
income must be less than $50,000. Ask us about
direct deposit. Community tax sites now open.

Sponsored by RCAA. Call (707) 441-1001

Tai Chi Class
Tuesdays, 5:00-6:00
Mad River Community Center,
Van Duzen Rd. Across from
Southern Trinity School
Contact Dottie Simmons for more info
at 777-1920,
FREE, donations accepted

The Advisory Council of Area 1 Agency on
Aging is currently seeking new members in
your geographical or expertise area. I am wondering if you would be willing to share this information with your Board of Directors, Council
Members, Staff or any other concerned citizen
or service provider you know who may have an
interest in giving seniors a voice. Anyone interested can contact me at jjensen@a1aa.org to
request an application. Thanks so much! Jamie

Swains Flat Outpost
and Garden Center
707-777-3385

OPEN 9:00 - 6:00

Stop in for your favorite snacks
777-3385 – Store
777-3513 – Garden Center
Let’s deal on some water tanks

By Ann Matula Gyenis
Certified Nutritional Consultant

T’is the Season for Citrus
Right about now all the oranges, tangerines, lemons,
limes, grapefruits, kumquats and lesser known citrus
fruits are ready for eating. This is great for us because
nature provides what we need when we need it. According to Tufts University Nutrition Division citrus is the most
preferred flavor in the world! Not only does it taste wonderful but is really good for you too.
Citrus products are a rich source of vitamins, minerals
and dietary fiber (non-starch polysaccharides) that are
essential for normal growth, development and nutritional
well-being. It is only now however that citrus is being
appreciated for its biologically active non-nutritive attributes
(phytochemicals) that greatly aid in disease prevention.
Although citrus is most commonly associated with
Vitamin C it actually contains an impressive list of other
nutrients such as sugar and fiber carbohydrates, potassium,
folate, calcium, thiamin, niacin, B6, phosphorus, magnesium, copper, riboflavin, pantothenic acid and a variety of
other phytochemicals. In addition, citrus contains no fat
or sodium and, being a plant food, no cholesterol. The
energy value (calories) is also low making citrus an excellent for those wishing to lose weight.
Vitamin C deficiency, scurvy, was a serious health
problem for the world until the 1800’s (among sailors especially) when it was recognized that fresh fruits and
vegetables prevented such a malady. It was another
200 years before Vitamin C was isolated and linked to
scurvy prevention. The lessons are still being learned.
Nutrition researchers and chemists are finding out
more and more each year about the relationship food
has with our bodies and one thing stands out clearly
more and more: whole foods prevent disease and lead
to optimum health. The interaction of phytochemicals
with the cells in our body are profound. You cannot get
a healthy body from an unhealthy diet. Unhealthy being
processed, preservative laden, wrapped-in-plastic, microwaved, genetically modified foods. Many (not all)
food producing companies are more interested in the
dollar they can make (by adding in non-food ingredients
to give the product more bulk or color) rather than the
health benefits you are supposed to be deriving from
your meals. The basic rule is that if you do not recognize a food as being something found in nature don’t put
it in your mouth. Read labels. If you cannot pronounce
it, do not eat it.
There is a ton of interesting chemical information on
citrus fruits but you don’t have to learn it all. Just be sure
to eat at LEAST one citrus fruit a day—every day. Its
alkalinizing effect is a great way to stave off flu and cold
viruses this winter by giving them a hostile environment!
Orange ya glad I told you this?!

WHY IS LEAP YEAR NECESSARY?
Community Quilt
Beginning in April, we will start putting the
BridgeFest Raffle Quilt together. This year
we are hoping that community members will
help by making "squares" to be part of the
quilt. The theme this year is Flowers.
Squares can be patchworked or appliquéd
or embroidered. The fabric should be preshrunk cotton so that it can be laundered. The
size of finished squares should be twelve and
one half inches. We will have fabric, tools,
and assistance available on Tuesdays afternoons at 4-7pm at Community Center. You
are welcome to drop in. We have some fabric
to share, as well as tools, equipment and patterns.
Do you have a favorite flower? We want to
see it!

CRAB FEED—sponsored by the
Lions Club, the Annual Crab feed at
the Van Duzen Community Center.
Saturday, February 6, at 6pm

Bingo Fiesta &Taco Salad
Coming March 4, 5:00

Van Duzen Community Hall
Benefit TRCCG
(Two Rivers Community Care Group)

Lots of prizes * Lots of Family Fun * Lots of
Great Food * Good Cause

Leap years are added to the calendar to keep it working properly. The 365 days of the annual calendar are
meant to match up with the solar year. A solar year is the
time it takes the Earth to complete its orbit around the
Sun—about one year. But the actual time it takes for the
Earth to travel around the Sun is in fact a little longer
than that—about 365¼ days (365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, and 46 seconds, to be precise). So the calendar
year is a slightly shorter than the solar year.
It may not seem like much of a difference, but after a
few years those extra quarter days in the solar year begin to add up. After four years, for example, the four extra quarter days would make the calendar fall behind the
solar year by about a day. Over the course of a century,
the difference between the solar year and the calendar
year would become 25 days! Instead of summer beginning in June, for example, it wouldn't start until nearly a
month later, in July. So every four years a leap day is
added to the calendar to allow it to catch up to the solar
year.

A Quick History Lesson
The Egyptians were the first to come up with the idea
of adding a leap day once every four years to keep the
calendar in sync with the solar year. Later, the Romans
adopted this solution for their calendar, and they became
the first to designate February 29 as the leap day.
The math seems to work out beautifully when you add
an extra day to the calendar every four years to compensate for the extra quarter of a day in the solar year. As
we said earlier, however, the solar year is just about 365
¼ days long—but not exactly! The exact length of a solar
year is actually 11 minutes and 14 seconds less than
365 ¼ days. That means that even if you add a leap day
every four years, the calendar would still overshoot the
solar year by a little bit—11 minutes and 14 seconds per
year. These minutes and seconds really start to add up:
after 128 years, the calendar would gain an entire extra
day. So, the leap year rule, "add a leap year every four
years" was a good rule, but not good enough!
To rectify the situation, the creators of our calendar
(the Gregorian calendar introduced in 1582) decided to
omit leap years three times every four hundred years.
This would shorten the calendar every so often and rid it
of the annual excess of 11 minutes and 14 seconds. So
in addition to the rule that a leap year occurs every four
years, a new rule was added: a century year is not a leap
year unless it is evenly divisible by 400. This rule manages to eliminate three leap years every few hundred
years.
It's Smooth Sailing for the Next 3,300 Years
This ingenious correction worked beautifully in bringing the calendar and the solar year in harmony, pretty
much eliminating those pesky extra 11 minutes and 14
seconds. Now the calendar year and the solar year are
just about a half a minute off. At that rate, it takes 3,300
years for the calendar year and solar year to diverge by
[source:: www.infoplease.com]
a day.

Tools of Mystery
and
Pudding cook-off!
Advance Notice
Crank a few levers and feel the rusty metal. Come to
Bridgeville Gym on Sunday, March 11th at 3pm to identify strange and eclectic tools. Prizes for most correct
answers. Do you have something strange in your garage
or kitchen? Time to take it out and put it to the test. Enter your mysterious item to the contest. $2 per entry. No
larger than you can carry. No pieces of tools. Separate
division for kitchen and household tools. Check in tools
at 3pm.
While the judges tally the answers enjoy the pudding
contest. Whip up a mouth watering mouse or pudding
and let your community taste it. So many flavors of pudding it will be exciting to see what congeals.
$5 entry fee for whole event. Children under 12 are free
and there will be a kid’s tool area.
Fund raiser for our Community Center.

Welcome local families
to KIDS CLUB!
Come play & learn at the Bridgeville Elementary School Gym the first Friday of each
month. All families with babies to preteens
are welcome! All family members are welcome! Join in at any time.
Next event February 3rd:
4 to 5pm: Free-Play with Parents
5 to 6pm:
• Valentines for the Birds Craft for Babies
to Preschoolers. Led by Mom & First
Five Coordinator Beth Dunphy
• Building Kaleidoscopes for ages 5 and
up. Led by Mom Julia Brownfield
6 to 7pm: Free Dinner
Parents must attend KIDS CLUB with their
children. During class relax! and meet other
parents raising their children in this farreaching rural community. KIDS CLUB is
free of charge. Donations are appreciated.
For more information or to volunteer to teach a class,
call Amber Woodworth at 777-3360. See you there!

Random Thoughts
By Attila Gyenis

TANSTAAFL!
The title is an acronym for There Ain't No Such
Thing As A Free Lunch!
A lot of people have said this statement over the
years. It has been attributed to people from Milton
Friedman (the economist); to Robert Heinlein, who
published that line in The Moon is a Harsh Mistress
(originally published in 1967). The Oxford Dictionary
of Quotations credits this novel with the first printed
appearance of the phrase "There's no free lunch," although the phrase and its abbreviation considerably
predate the novel. It was probably said by some
Greek philosopher dressed in a toga.
I also heard it from my French teacher in High
School, Boy Scout leader, various adults, kids, and
grumpy old men. I have even said it once or twice.
One of my favorite authors, Tom Robbins, once
said this: “The message I wish to impart to the children goes something like this: The world is a wonderfully weird place, consensual reality is significantly
flawed, no institution can be trusted, certainty is a mirage, security a delusion, and the tyranny of the dull
mind forever threatens -- but our lives are not as limited as we think they are, all things are possible,
laughter is holier than piety, freedom is sweeter than
fame, and in the end it's love and love alone that
really matters”.
I am concerned about the kids in school today. I
see a future where they are being given a world
where the very things that are needed for survival–
clean water, clean air, healthy food supply, health care,
and a way to provide for a living in a sustainable manner, is drastically being reduced or eliminated.
While there is no free lunch, there also has to be
opportunity to be able to become a viable member of
society so a person can do their part and be able to
make a living doing something productive for society.
I am also concerned that many local kids today
have a limited outlook on the world around them.
While it is always a comfort to remain where things
are familiar, it shouldn’t be uncomfortable to go to a
city, go visit the Grand Canyon or Arch of St. Louis,
read a book, or be exposed to people with a different
point of view. Try it, you might like it. I applaud those
parents that make an effort to give their children new
experiences. I like to encourage creativity, whether it
is in the form of music, art, writing, or just becoming
knowledgeable in some subject that interests you.
By the way, I was reminded of the ‘no free lunch’
when I went to Las Vegas with my parents recently.
Even though there were signs everywhere for free (or
cheap) lunch ($4.99 for steak & lobster), it was not the
case. I should have known better. Peace.

ARE WE CRAZY OR WHAT?

TRCCG News
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By Peg Wheeler

Two Rivers Community Care Group

Would, Should and Did

Elders and Exploitation

You would think that after two years or more we
would be acclimated to our life here in the coastal
mountains as newly hatched Mountain Women: We
would have robust muscles; We would know all
about sloppy and dangerous roads; We would be
able to lift tall buildings and push bigger-than-life
sheds with just a single hand; We would get up early
in the morning – work hard all day constructing or
plowing – and go to sleep early; We would recognize
the howls of coyotes compared to the hoots of owls.
Wouldn’t we?
Well, sure. But then… We heard one night what
sounded like a hoarse house cat grumbling outside
our place, but taking a flashlight and creeping outside we recognized a crouched mountain lion up on
one of our huge boulders – it stood there, sounding
like it was salivating over our neighbors sheep, so
we ran back inside and hid.
After a full day of preparing the garden for winter
we both couldn’t get up without help for at least 3
days; We always set the alarm for a 7 AM wake up
call, then whack down on the snooze and when it
goes off again we slam the whole thing off and sleep
till 10; The other day Lyn smiled and all of her teeth
were stained fluorescent yellow from taking Hemp oil
she made for medicinal use, and Kate’s back gave
out again while just trimming already cut willow
branches for kindling. Even so, we may be a little
crazy but are not cowardly, else why would we be
out here?
Forgetting all of the above, the other day we did
plane down all of the old redwood boards we had
collected for the walls of our bathroom. A few years
ago, when we must have been much more nubile,
and not quite crazy yet, we tore these boards out of
an old Arcata house then spent at least two days
grudgingly de-nailing and de-stapling them ready to
do something with. Installing them is supposed to be
our winter project; when Kate’s back is in place
again and Lyn’s knees aren’t so swollen.

We’ve all heard of Child Protective Services
(CPS), the agency that protects vulnerable children
against abuse. As teachers we were all trained to
be alert for troubling signs. Less renown, however,
are Adult Protective Services.
Adult Protective Services (APS) are Statemandated, county-managed agencies providing
similar services for elders (age 65 and older) and
dependent adults (age 18-64) who are unable to
protect their own interests. APS is committed to
having elders and dependent adults live in a safe
environment free from abuse and exploitation.
Here is a summary of services and information
from the Humboldt and Trinity County Departments
of Health and Human Services:

Kate McCay and Lyn Javier
TwoCrones Ranch, Larabee Valley

S.T.A.R Classes
S.T.A.R will be holding Dispatcher
classes. S.T.A.R depends on volunteers like you. Call STHS at 5746616 for information.

Types of abuse include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assault/Battery
Physical or Chemical Restraint
Sexual Abuse
Improper Use of Medication
Neglect /Abandonment
Abduction
Financial Exploitation
Isolation
Self Neglect (Physical and Medical Care)
Health & Safety Hazards
Malnutrition/Dehydration

Once an abusive situation or event has been reported, APS staff will investigate the claim and take
appropriate action for the circumstances. Working in
partnership with other agencies, APS works to arrange the services necessary to resolve the current
abusive situation, and protect the victim from future
abuse.
The types of services provided may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Victim Advocacy
Counseling
Money Management
Conservatorship
Out-of-home Placement
Information & Referral

To report an abusive situation in Humboldt County, call
(707) 476-2100 or (866) 527-8614 or if after regular business hours, call (707) 445-7715.
I n Trinity County, the contact number is (530)623-1314
or (800) 851-5658.

Thank You
Thank you Sponsors
for making the newsletter possible.
Newsletter Sponsors for 2012
Rebecca Tanenhaus, Andy Campbell, Dennis & Regina Parrott, Ruben and Lalita Brinckhaus, Karen &
Dan Sanderson, Gloria & Graham Cottrell, Lester &
Betty Phelps, Bruce Carter, Gyula & Iren Dekmar
Gyenis, Sue Mossman, Al & Betty Hunt, Roger & Ida
Schellhous, Darrell Furtado / Redwood Dental Lab,
Jack & Susan Togers / Humboldt Trinity Real Estate,
Johanna Rodoni / Rodoni Ranch, Betty Anne Engel,
Lindsay Magnuson & Shayne Green, Peter Markovich, Richard & Carol Holland, Don & Jackie Appleton, Charles & Jan Rose, Dawn & Marc Regan, Alan
& Rosalinda Brainerd, John Church & Cathy Torres,
Mel & Lauren Shuman / Shuman Red Angus, Christine Barkdull / Bar W Ranch, Sharon McCarrell
Bridgeville Community Center is a Federal non-profit organization. Please consider donating to support the newsletter and the community center.

To be a sponsor for this newsletter, please
send a contribution of $25 or more to:

Bridgeville
Trading Post
Help Wanted— LP wanted - Licensed Daycare Site Supervisor. Fulltime, health benefits after 6 months. $13 - $15 per hour
DOE. contact www.rcaa.org
Help Wanted— Public Health Nurse, Environmental Health Specialist, Probation Officer, Deputy Sheriff, Correction Officer, Quality Management Coordinator, Crisis Specialist, Investigator. Contact
www.co.humboldt.ca.us/jobs
YARD SALE— Community yard sale in the
planning stages. Rent a table, bring your
stuff to sell or trade. If interested, call the
BCC at 777-1775.
SPRING FLING BINGO FIESTA - Fundraiser for the Two Rivers Community Care
Group/volunteer hospice. March 4th at the
Van Duzen Community Hall. Taco Salad
Dinner at 5pm. Bingo Starts at 6pm. Lots
of fun and prizes. $6.00/adults, $5.00/kids
5-12, 4 and under free.

Bridgeville Community Newsletter
P. O. Box 3
Bridgeville, CA 95526

For Sale— property on hwy 36 for sale or
lease-to-own. Call 445-9555

For Information, contact BCC at (707) 777-1775

Beginning in April, BCC will start putting
the BridgeFest Raffle Quilt together.
This
year we are hoping that community members will help by making "squares" to be part
of the quilt.
The theme this year is Flowers. Tuesdays, 4-7.

Carol Ann Conners
License OE79262

Greg Conners
License 0488272

Patterson/Conners Insurance Services
668 Main Street, Fortuna CA
707-725-3400

Valley View Realty
Ann Matula Gyenis
(707) 574-6549 ph/fax
Ann@Highway36.com
See all current listings in the area:

www.Highway36.com
MLS Broker: Serving the community for 30 years.
Low commissions on new listings. Happy New Year!

Humboldt Mediation Services
Humboldt Mediation Services invites anyone
interested in personal and community peace
building to sign up for the annual Communication and Conflict Management workshop. The
workshop will be held on Saturday, March 3,
from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Mad River Hospital’s Minkler Room in Arcata. Advance registration required. Discounts available. To reserve your spot, call (707) 445-2505, or visit
www.humboldtmediationservices.org
Please spay and neuter your
pets. There are already enough
strays. Thank you.

February 2012 Calendar
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday
1
Yoga 6pm

Thursday
2
• Van Trip to
Eureka – call
BCC to reserve
• Basketball:
Cuddeback
here 4 pm

5
Breakfast by
the 6 Rivers
Senior Group
at Mad River
Community
Center 8–11

12
Breakfast at
the Van Duzen
Grange in
Carlotta 8-11

19
Breakfast by
the BVFC 8:3011 am

6
• Scrapbooks
3:30 – 7 pm in
room 8
• BES board
meeting 5:30
• Zumba 6 pm

13
• BVFC

Friday

Saturday

3
• Kid's Club
4-7 pm
• BVFC
meeting 6 pm

4
Crab Feed by
Lions Club,
Van Duzen
Community
Center 6pm
11

7

8

9

10

Basketball at
Rio Dell 4 pm

BCC board
meeting 4:30
pm
Zumba 6pm

Basketball at
Hydesville 4 pm

Valentines
Dance for BES
students 6-8 pm

14
• Bookmobile

15
• Playgroup
1-3 pm
• Yoga 6pm

16

17
• Commodities

22
Zumba 6pm

23

training 6 pm

10:30-11:30

• BES board
meeting 5:30
• Zumba 6pm

• TRCCG

20
• BES No

21

meeting 3 pm

School 20-24

18

10-3 pm

• R.O.S.E.
Van 10 - 1

24

25

Senior lunch
outing 11:30 am

Presidents Week

• BCC will be
open T-F, 10-4

• Zumba 6pm
26

27
Zumba 6pm

28

BCC HOURS:

29 Happy

Tuesday-Friday
9am - 4pm
(Closed
Monday)

Leap Day
• Yoga 6 pm

WEEKLY:
Monday: BCC CLOSED
Tuesday: STHS Clinic in Bridgeville 10-4 (call 574-6616)
Strength & balance exercise class 10:30-11:30
Wednesday: Adult Education 8:30 – 1 or by appointment
Alder Grove Charter School 8:30 – 2
Harp ensemble 3 pm
Thursday: Strength & balance exercise class 10:30-11:30
Senior Lunch 11:30 – 1

Attention– All Contributors!
Email, snail mail & hand deliver your articles and announcements to the Bridgeville Community Center. Email is preferable. Submissions are due by the 20th
of each month. Support the Newsletter, contribute. Thank you.
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